Architecture and Networking_Technical Project Lead

Your tasks

Mission statement

You will be managing High Performance Computer project in making concept, realization, and industrialization. You will be leading local project development activities, in close collaboration with global development teams.

Main product of scope

- High Performance Computer: computing backbone and provide the necessary computing power for the software functions in the vehicle
- Reference C Continental Automotive - High-Performance Computers (continental-automotive.com)

Job Description

- Plan, track, and align project development planning internally and with customer
- Manage technical reviews with customer
- Manage local development team and interact with global development team and platform team
- Collect, negotiate, and coordinate technical customer requirements
- Facilitate technical product roadmap with customer

Your profile

- Bachelor or Master degree in engineering or similar
- At least 5 years working experience, preferred in automotive / consumer electronics industry
- Experience in In-Vehicle Infotainment unit, Telematics unit, Performance Gateway, Embedded Linux system or equivalent in Automotive, or acceptably equivalent experience in Consumer electronics
- Experience in full product life-cycle development in the field of Electrical Engineering / Software development / Systems Engineering
- Knowledge on project management in the areas of design and development
- Being pro-active, self-motivated and a good team player
- Customer-oriented with strong technical knowledge, leadership and interpersonal skills
- Strong language skills in both English and Japanese

Our offer

- Continental launches world’s first mass-produced high-performance server for cars, complete with software
- High-performance computer connects electronics architecture in ID.3
e-model and enables over-the-air updates in the future

- Drum brakes with electromechanical parking brake function: smart solution for ID.3
- Latest Continental mobility study shows electric mobility on the rise

Start of the Electric Era: New VW ID.3 E-model Equipped with Continental Technologies - Continental AG

Please send your Japanese and English CV and also working history as well when you apply to this job.

Ready to drive with Continental? Take the first step and fill in the online application.

About us

Continental develops pioneering technologies and services for sustainable and connected mobility of people and their goods. Founded in 1871, the technology company offers safe, efficient, intelligent and affordable solutions for vehicles, machines, traffic and transportation. In 2021, Continental generated sales of €33.8 billion and currently employs more than 190,000 people in 58 countries and markets. On October 8, 2021, the company celebrated its 150th anniversary. The Automotive group sector comprises technologies for passive safety, brake, chassis, motion and motion control systems. Innovative solutions for assisted and automated driving, display and operating technologies, as well as audio and camera solutions for the vehicle interior, are also part of the portfolio, as is intelligent information and communication technology for the mobility services of fleet operators and commercial vehicle manufacturers. Comprehensive activities relating to connectivity technologies, vehicle electronics and high-performance computers round off the range of products and services.